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SUMMARY OF HIGH-EFFICIENCY
• SOLAR-CELL RESEARCH


























TheoreticalCurvesfor p-n Junction SolarCell
(CELL TEMP= 300 K, SUN AT = 6000 K)
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i Cell Design Parameters
L
.-_ • EMITTERDOPING: "J
! • PROFILE:COM_NTARY ERRORFUNCTION
b
; • SURFACECONCENTRATION• 1 x 1018P ATOMSIcm3
• JUNCTIONDEPTH• 0.2 pm?
• BULKDOPING• 5 x 1017B ATOMSIcm3
"_ • CELLTHICKNESS• 100_m; BACK-SURFACEREFLECTORPROVIDED





• BANDGAPNARROWING(B) .J OFF• 0
• FRONT(SF)ANDBACK(SB) SURFACERECOMBINATIONVELOCITIES
[ • FRONT-SURFACEREFLECTIONANDMETALSHADOWINGLOSSES(S) :
.
_ •
Effect of Practical Barriers on Cell Efficiency !
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; • FRONT-ANDBACK-SURFACER COMBINATIONVELOCITIES
• MINORITYCARRIERLIFETIME( THINEMITTER)
• MINORITYCARRIERMOBILITY
Historical Development of Silicon Solar Cells











• RESISTIVITY, CELLEFFICIENCY, SOURCE AREA, '4.
'_' _" cm 'k cm2
i 0.25 18.4 WESTINGHOUSE 4.0
t
0.30 18.] SPIRECORP. 4.0
0.15 18.1 ASEC 4.0
t
0.25 19.1 UNIVERSITYOFSOUTH 4.0
WALES,AUSTRALIA
0.30 17.] CATHOLICUNIVEREITY 1.0? '
OFLEtNEN,BELGIUM
=
0.30 17.5 SANDIALABCONC. 4.0
[
0.20 ]7.4 JPL 8.0 !
Historyof Highest-Efficiency(_/)Web and EFGCells
20 _
19- CELLAREA- ] x I cm EFGCELLS •
tB - 100mWlcm2 YEAR _._
AT25°C 1981 14.2
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- • EXPERIMENTALUNDERSTANDINGOFTHECONCEPTIS NOTNLa,TURE
• QUALITYOFSILICONSHEETCONTINUESTOBEAMAJORT£CHNICALBARRIER
FutureActivities
• DEVELOPMENTUFSURFACEPASSIVANT(S)
• SURFACEI INTERFACEHARACTERIZATION
• FRONT-SURFACERECO_4BINATIONVELOCITYANDLIFETIME
( INTHINEMITER) MEASUREMENTTECHNIQUE
• UNDERSTANDINGANDCONTROLOFBULKLOSS
• HIGH-EFFICIENCYDEVICEDESIGNMODELINGOPTIMIZATION
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